
STRONGER ANCHORING IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES

Today’s trucks, vans and SUVs are built with tougher 
materials, including high-strength-steels and aluminum, 
which means they require stronger, anchoring. 

Introducing the Car-O-Liner® B731, the latest innovation 
of the B73 Truck Clamping Series. B731 is specifically 
designed to evolve with the changing needs and 
specifications set forth by major OEMs. The universal 
B731 allows you to anchor and repair old and new 
trucks, vans and SUVs with confidence.

The perfect companion for the BenchRack™ and 
Quick 42™ systems, the B731 Truck Clamping System 
sets a new industry standard for full-frame repairs.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• SUPERIOR HOLDING POWER - Independent 4-point anchoring that 

exceeds pulling requirements

• VERSATILE - Anchoring for virtually all full-frame pickup trucks,
SUVs and vans

• ACCESSIBLE - Isolates the frame to easily reach measuring points

• VALUABLE - Avoid frame damage and costly rework due to improper 
hook-ups

• PROFITABLE - Perform more repairs with less equipment and faster 
pulling and measuring to maximize your productivity

• TECHNICIAN-FRIENDLY - Easy to learn and use

B731
TRUCK 
CLAMPING 
SYSTEM
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Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual 
product. Car-O-Liner® reserves the right to modify any content without prior notice.
Car-O-Liner®(2021) is a trademark of Snap-on® Incorporated. All rights reserved.

CLAMP DOWN ON PERFORMANCE
THAT FITS YOUR REPAIR NEEDS

STORAGE CART
Keep your truck clamping and support 
system neatly in one place with this 
unique storage cart. 

For more innovative ideas on how to 
enhance productivity and profitability in 
your shop, see WorkShop Solutions at 
car-o-liner.com

Car-O-Liner makes it easy to configure the clamping 
you need for the vehicle you’re working on. Datasheets 
built into our Vision2™ X3 software supply the technician 
with information about all components required, along 
with detailed set-up instructions on how to configure 
each clamp from a numbered set of universal brackets 
and attachments supplied.

Clamps rotate to accommodate new angled frame designs

Clamps easily adapt to hard to reach areas and obstructions

Vise-like clamp holds all frames effortlessly and precisely without 
collapsing the rails.
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VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
Thousands of detailed images

SETUP INFORMATION
Showing the 
clamping points

Line drawings on datasheets show 
exactly how and where to mount 
the clamps.


